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Suppose A is an algebra with unit over a commutative ring k. Then it is 
well known that a group G acts as a group of ring automorphisms on A if 
and only if A is a k[G]-module algebra where the group ring k[G] has the 
usual Hopf algebra structure. Also, A is a G-graded ring if and only if A 
is a k[G]-comodule algebra. If G is finite, then k[G]*, the dual of k[G], is 
also a Hopf algebra, and A is a k[G]-comodule algebra if and only if A is 
a k[G]*-module algebra. Cohen and Montgomery have shown in [S] that 
for G finite of order n, if A is a k[G]-module algebra, then 
(A # k[Gl) # k[GI* E M,(A), 
and if A is a k[ G] *-module algebra, 
(A # k[Gl*) # k[Gl z’M,(A). 
If G is infinite, however, k[G] * is no longer a Hopf algebra. 
In this note, we extend the definition of k[G]* to infinite G and prove 
duality theorems analogous to those of Cohen and Montgomery by using 
the Morita theory for rings with local units developed by Anh and 
Marki [2]. We let G * A denote our generalization of A # k[G]*; the 
rings coincide if G is finite. For infinite G, G * A is a nonunitary subring of 
the ring 2 # G defined by Quinn [lo] in his discussion of duality and is 
an essential left and right ideal of A” # G. G acts as a group of ring 
automorphisms on G * A with (G * A)G z A if G is finite and (0) otherwise. 
Futhermore, G * A has the nice property that the category of left (right) 
unitary G * A-modules is isomorphic to the category of left (right) G- 
graded A-modules. 
To prove our first duality theorem, we define a Morita context for a 
graded ring A; this Morita context is strict if and only if A is strongly G- 
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graded. For S a ring on which G acts as a group of automorphisms, let A 
be S * G, the skew group ring; then, from our Morita context, we obtain 
G * (S * G) z MG(S)fi”, 
where MG( #” is the ring of matrices over S with rows and columns 
indexed by G and with only finitely many nonzero entries. Note that if S is 
a field, then MG(S)sn is dense in End,(S * G) with the finite-discrete 
topology [S-J. 
To obtain our second duality theorem, namely that for R a G-graded 
ring, 
(G * R) * G z Me(R)‘“, 
we first define a strict Morita context with the rings (G * R) * G and R and 
then use the arguments of the first section to obtain the duality statement. 
If G is finite so that G * R has a unit and (G * R)‘g R, then this Morita 
context is that of Cohen in [6]. This second duality result was also proved 
by Quinn [lo] by a different method. 
PRELIMINARIES 
Throughout, G will denote a group with identity e. A ring A is called a 
G-graded ring if A = @jgE G A, and A,A, z Agh for all g, h E G. If 
A,A,=A,, for all g, LEG, then A is called strongly G-graded. By [9, 
Lemma 1.3.21, if A has a unit, A is strongly G-graded if and only if 
R,R,-I = R, for all g E G. An element a in A, is called homogeneous of 
grade g and may be denoted a = ag. Any element a in A may be written 
uniquely as a=J$.. g a with age A, and only finitely many homogeneous 
components ag nonzero. A left A-module M is called a graded left A- 
module if M=@jgcG M, and A,M, c_ Mgh. The category A-gr is the 
category of graded left A-modules with morphisms the graded morphisms 
of degree e, i.e., the grade-preserving A-module homomorphisms. Further 
details on graded rings may be found in [9]. 
1. A MORITA CONTEXT FOR GRADED RINGS AND 
A DUALITY THEOREM FOR GROUP ACTIONS 
Let R be a G-graded ring with unit. We begin by defining G * R, our 
candidate for a ring to play the role that the skew group ring plays for 
rings with G-action. 
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DEFINITION 1.1. For R a G-graded ring, define G * R to be the ring 
whose elements are (finite) sums of elements of the form xu,, x E R, g E G 
with 
.w,+yUn=(X+y)ug and (XUg)(Y%J = XYgh-iUh. 
The definition of multiplication then extends as usual to finite sums. We 
write u, for Iv,. Note that ugt’,, = u, if g = h and 0 otherwise. 
It is easy to check that this definition gives an associative ring. If G is 
finite, then C, E G g v is a unit in G * R; otherwise G * R is a ring without a 
unit. For finite G, G * R is the same as R # k[G]* and i? # G, where 
R # k[G] * is the smash product discussed in [S] (here we need R an 
algebra over a commutative ring k) and ii # G is the ring defined for finite 
or infinite G in [lo]. For infinite G, G * R is the nonunitary subring 
@ Rp(x) of k # G. G * - is a covariant functor from the category of G- 
graded rings and grade-preserving ring homomorphisms to rings. 
Note that G * R is a ring with local units in the sense of either [l] 
or [Z]. For every finite subset T of G * R is contained in a subring of the 
form f( G * R) f, where f is an idempotent in G * R; let f be the sum of the 
ug such that either ugx or xug is nonzero for some n E T. Since T is finite, 
this sum is finite, S is the required idempotent, and such idempotents 
commute. 
A left G * R-module M is called unitary if (G * R) A4 = M. It is 
straightforward to show that M is unitary if and only if for each finite sub- 
set T of A4, there exists an idempotent fin G * R such that fm = m for all 
m E T. Thus every submodule of a unitary left G * R-module is unitary. 
Similar statements hold for right modules. Details may be found in [2] 
or [4]. 
It is shown in [4] that the group G acts as a group of ring 
automorphisms on G * R on the left and right by 
g(xu,) = R(XUh) = XUhg-l and (xuh)g = XUhg . 
If G is finite, then (G * R)‘= R; otherwise (G * R)G = (0). It is also shown 
in [4] that the categories of unitary left (right) G * R-modules and graded 
left (right) R-modules are isomorphic. 
We now construct a Morita context {G * R, P= GIRRRe, Q= R,RGIR, 
R,, C , 3, ( , )}. In order to use the Morita theory for rings with local units 
developed in C2], we must show that P and Q are unitary bimodules and 
that 
C,l:p@,Q+G*R and (3 ):QOc.,vP-‘R, 
satisfy the usual linearity and compatibility conditions [3]. 
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Since R, is a unitary subring of R, R is a left and right unitary R,- 
module. Also, by the category isomorphism mentioned above, since R is a 
G-graded left and right R-module, R is a left and right unitary G * R- 
module. In particular, the left and right G * R-module structures of R are 
given by 
W,) Y = XYg and 
Then R is a G * R-R,- and an R,-G * R-bimodule since 
Wg) Y) z = (-XY,) z = -4Y4, = bUg)(YZ) forx, yER,zER,, 
and 
X(Y(ZUg)) = x(Yz)g-l= (XYZ)g-I= (XY)(ZUg) for y,z~ R, XER,. 
Now, for x,y~R, define [,]:RQ,R-,G*R by [x,y]= 
CgeG(~~,)(~g-~~g)=CgcG~~g~l~g, and define (, ):RQG.RR+R, by 
(x, y)= (xy),. Note that [ , ] and ( , ) are the maps defined in [8] for G 
finite. We must show that [ , ] and ( , ) satisfy the necessary linearity and 
associativity conditions. We show that [ , ] is left G * R-linear. The 
remaining computations to check linearity are similar; for finite G, they 
may be found in [S]. For x, y, z E R, 
[bug) YT zl = CV,? 21 
=,& x(Yzh-‘Jgh-‘Uh 
= (xv,) 1 yz,-lu, 
heG 
= (XUg)CY, 21, 
so that [ , ] is left G * R-linear. Also 
z= c Xyg-lzg=X(yZ)e=X(y,z) 
and 
x[y,z]=x c yz,-Iv,= 1 (xyzg-l)g-l=(xy)ez=(x, y)z, 
geG goG 
so that the compatibility conditions are satisfied. 
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Therefore we have 
THEOREM 1.2. The sextuple (G * R, oIRRR,, ReRG*R, R,, [, 1, (, )} is 
a Morita context. The Morita context is strict if and only if R is strongly 
G-graded. 
Proof: From the discussion above, the given sextuple is a Morita con- 
text so we need prove only the last statement. By [2, Theorem 2.21, the 
functors R 0 R,- . ’ R,- Mod -+ G * R-Mod and R Oc. R- : G * R-Mod + R,- 
Mod are inverse equivalences of categories if and only if [ , ] and ( , ) are 
surjective, where the module categories above are categories of unitary left 
modules. Since R has a unit element, ( , ) is surjective and we must show 
that [ , ] is surjective if and only if R is strongly G-graded. 
Suppose [ , ] is surjective and suppose v,=C;=, [xi, yi] = 
Z=IC hEG.~iy ,*., II,,. Then C:=lxi.~i~-,= 1 so that CyzI x~~J’~,-~ = 1 and 
R, R,m, = R,. 
Conversely, suppose R is strongly G-graded. Then for all g, h E G, x E R,, 
since RRh Rh-l = R,, there exist xi E Rgh, yi E R,-I such that x7=, xi yi = x. 
Then C;= 1 [xi. yi] = E;=, CleC xiyi,~,vt = CT= 1 xi yiv, = XO,,, and [ , ] is 
onto. 
Now, let S be a ring with unit on which G acts as a group of ring 
automorphisms. Then we may form the skew group ring S * G defined in 
the usual way as sums of elements * g, s E S, g E G with multiplication of 
these generators defined by (s * g)( r * h) = sg(r) * gh. S * G is a strongly G- 
graded ring with (S * G), = S * g. Therefore by Theorem 1.2, the Morita 
context (G * (S * G), P= G.(sacjS* Gs, Q= sS* Gacseop ST C 3 I, ( 9 )I 
is strict. We use this Morita context to show that G * (S * G) is isomorphic 
to a ring of matrices over S, i.e., to prove a duality theorem for group 
actions. 
First, we need some definitions and notation from [2]. If A and B are 
rings with local units and JV, *MA are unitary (bi-)modules as indicated, 
then Hom,(M, N) is a left A-module by putting, for 4~ Hom,(M, N), 
a E A, m E M, a#: m -+ (ma) 4, where the action of 4 is written on the right. 
The notation A Hom,(M, N) means the largest unitary A-submodule of 
Hom.(M, N). 
THEOREM 1.3. G * (S * G) g Ma(S)‘“, where Mc(S)fin denotes the ring 
of matrices over S with rows and columns indexed by G and with finitely 
many nonzero entries. 
Proof. Since the Morita context above is strict, by [2, Theorems 2.1 
and 2.21, G * (S * G) z U = G * (S * G) End,(S * G), where U is the largest 
unitary left G * (S * G)-submodule of End,(S * G). 
Since S* G= egeC (S * g), elements of End,(S * G) may be written as 
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matrices over S with rows and columns indexed by G and with the action 
of q3 E End,(S * G) being matrix multiplication on the right. The gth row of 
the matrix associated with q5 is determined by the image of 1 *g under 4, 
and so has only finitely many nonzero entries. Thus End,(S * G) is the ring 
of row finite matrices over S. 
Suppose I$ E U. Then since U is unitary, q4 = (ChE F v,,) I$, where F is a 
finite subset of G. Then for any gEG, (1 *g)q5=((1 *g)ChEFuh)q5= 
(Cht F (1 * g)hml) 4, which is zero if gP ’ $ F. Therefore only finitely many 
rows in the matrix associated with q5 are nonzero and I$ E IU,JS)~“. 
Also, Mc(S)“n is a unitary G * (S * G)-submodule of End,(S * G). If 
d E &ev”, let T= {g: the gth row of 4 is nonzero). Then 4 = 
(CgE T vg) 4, and MG(S)‘I” = U. 
The next section gives a similar proof of a duality theorem for coactions. 
2. A DUALITY THEOREM FOR GROUP GRADED RINGS 
Our aim in this section is to present a theorem describing duality 
for group coactions (gradings) using Morita theory arguments as in 
Section 1. Note that the isomorphism (G * R) * G 2 MJR)‘” which we 
prove in Theorem 2.2 is implicit in [ 10, Lemma 2.2(iv)] since 
i? # G=a@ [CijI.xsc i?p(x)], where 1? is an isomorphic copy of R and 
0 xEGjiP(~)~G* R. 
Let R be a G-graded ring with unit. Then G * R is an associative ring 
on which G acts as a group of automorphisms, so that we may form the 
skew group ring (G * R) * G, generated by xvg * h, x E R, g, h E G, with 
(xv, * hKw, * 4) = (xv,)(Yv,,- 1) * hq. 
LEMMA 2.1. (G * R) * G is a ring with local units. 
Proof. Let T= {wl, . . . . w,,} be a finite set of elements of (G * R) * G. 
We may assume that wi=xivg, * hi, where xie R,,. Then let F= 
{tEG:t=m,g, or t=g,h, for some i). Letf=C,..v,. Then f*e is an 
idempotent in (G * R) * G and for w = xvg * h E T, 
(f*e)(xv,*h)(f*e)=((~Fv,)xv,*h)(fre) 
= (xv, * h)(f* e) since mg E F 
=xv,*h since gh E F. 
Therefore (G * R) * G has local units. 
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We now wish to define a Morita context of the form {(G * R) * G, 
P= ,c.RbrGG*RR, Q=.G*R,,..,.,, R, [,I, (,)).SinceG*Rhasa 
left and right G-action, G * R is a left (G * R) * G-module under 
bug * h)(yu,) = (xQY~u,)) = (.~ug)(Yuth-l) =XYghrr’Urh-‘~ 
and a right (G * R) * G-module under 
bU,)(YU, * A) = W,)(Y~,V = XYgrr’U,/l. 
This action makes G * R a unitary left (G * R) * G-module. For if 
xu,, E G * R, then there exists f = CRE F ug, F a finite subset of G, such that 
f(xuJ = XUh. Then (f* e)(xuh) = xuh and G * R = ((G * R) * G) G * R. 
Similarly G * R is a unitary right (G * R) * G-module. 
G * R is a left and right R-module under (xv,) y = C,,EG (xu,)( yu,) = 
Che G .xyghml uhand y(xu,) = (y.u) ug. Since 1 (xv,) = xug = (xv,) 1, both left 
and right module structures are unitary. 
We verify that G * R is a (G * R) * G-R-bimodule. The proof that it is an 
R-(G * R) * G-bimodule is similar. 
(xug * h)((yu,) z) = (xug * h) ( c yz,,-lu, PEG > 
= (xu,) c yztp-luph-l ( PEG > 
=pFG X~ghr-“tp-LUph-’ 
=c .xyg,ht-lz,h-lyuq-l 
YSG 
= (Xygh,-lu,h-‘) z 
= ((XU,)(YUtwl)) 2 
= ((xv, * h)(YfJ,)) z. 
Therefore G * R is a (G * R) * G-R-bimodule. 
Now define [ , 1: PQR Q -+ (G * R) * G by 
[XV,, yUh] = c (XU, * p)(yU, * e) = c Xygph-‘uhp-’ * P 
PEG PEG 
for generators xugr yv, of G * R. We must show that [ , ] is left and right 
(G * R) * G-linear and middle R-linear. We show that [ , ] is right 
(G * R) * G-linear by checking that linearity holds for generators. 
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cxu,, (YUhMU, * 4)1= cxu,, Yz/lp-~~pql 
= c X(YZhp-l)gr(py,~lUpyf~l * t 
=,f, 
XYgry-‘h-‘Zhp-LUpqrr 1*t 
=*c, 
xyRsh-‘z,,p-iUps-~ * s‘j 
= ( 1 -xygsh-‘“h,-’ * s, tzu, * 4) 
SEC 
= -yug, y”hl(zup * 4). C 
The remaining linearity verifications for [ , ] are similar. Since for any 
generator xug * h of (G * R) * G, xug * h = [xv,, ugh], [ , ] iS Onto. 
Define (, 1: QOcG*R).G P + R by (xu,, yuh) = xy&l for generators 
xug, yu, of G * R. We show that ( , ) is middle (G * R) * G-linear; the 
proofs of left and right R-linearity are similar. 
(xu,(yuh * p), z”,) = (-x~,h-luh,> z”,) 
= xygh-IZhpq-l 
= x(Yzhpy-‘)gpy-’ 
= (xv,, y=hpq-iuqp-i) 
= txu,, bh * P) z”,). 
( , ) is also onto since for x E R, x = (xv,, ug). 
We must still check that [ , ] and ( , ) satisfy the associativity conditions 
and 
cxu g, yuhl z”p = x~,(y”h~zu,) 
bug, yu,) zu,, = xu,buh, zv,l. 
We check that the first condition is satisfied; the second verification is 
similar. 
cxu g, YOhl zup = 
( 
c XY,,hW’Uhq-’ * 4 (zu,) 
q4G > 
=c xY,,h-‘zhp-‘upq-’ 
qsG 
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Therefore {(G * R) * G, P, Q, R, [ , 1, ( , ) 1 is a strict Morita context and 
we have 
THEOREM 2.2. (G * R) * G 2 M,(R)““, the ring of matrices over R with 
rows and columns indexed by G and with finitely many nonzero entries. 
ProofI By [2, Theorems 2.1 and 2.21, N= (G * R) * G End,(G * R)z 
(G * R) * G, the largest left unitary (G * R) * G-submodule of End,(G * R). 
For 4 in End,(G * R), 4 is completely determined by its action on the U, 
since 4 is left R-linear. Therefore, if we represent the elements of 
End,(G * R) by matrices as in Theorem 1.3, End,(G * R) is the ring of row 
finite matrices over R with rows and columns indexed by G. If +4 EN, then, 
since N is unitary, 4 = ud for some idempotent u in (G * R) * G. Suppose 
u=Cic,aj* gi with a;EG* R, g,EG. Let F= {tEG:u,a,#O for some a,}, 
and f=CrEFut. Then (f*e)u=u. Therefore b=(f*e)b and (u,)b= 
(C,, F tlgu,) 4 = 0 if g & F. Thus only finitely many rows of 4 are nonzero so 
that 4 E M,(R)‘” and N c M,(R)““. 
To show equality, we must show that M,(R)“” is a unitary (G * R) * G- 
module. Clearly A4J R)‘” is a (G * R) * G-submodule of End,(G * R). 
Suppose x E MG( R)‘“, and let L be the finite set {g E G: unx # 0). Then 
X=(X REL vR * e) x and M,(R)“” is unitary. 
It is interesting to note that the Morita context {(G * R) * G, P, 
Q, R, [ , 1, ( , )} defined above coincides with that of Cohen [6] or [7] if 
Gisfinite.ForthenG*Rhasaunitand(G*R)G={CR.G~vR:xER}~R. 
One might ask if a more general Morita context exists for rings with 
G-action. The Morita context in Section 1 is strict if and only if R is 
strongly G-graded. What is the analogue to strong G-grading for rings 
with G-action? 
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